
SYMPTOM PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

SkimmerMotion Suction adjustment too low

Automatic Pool cleaner not holding to the ground 

or FLOATS

Clean Pool Filter

Clean  debris in your Pump basket.

Clean hose with fresh water.

 Replace Hose.

System vacuum not enough

Increase the suction power of your system. Increasing     (a bit) 

the valve that control the suction line (located near the pool 

Pump).

In some situations, if Suction Vacuum is too 

strong for the Pool Cleaner to perform, a Ballast 

leveling adapter is required to avoid AIR 

TRAPPED inside the Whirlpool.

The ballast (provided) should be positioned in the second 

segment of the 3/4" hose.

Wrong basket power setting adjustment.

Inside the basket of SkimmerMotion you will see 3 holes and a 

DOT you need to alight with the base in order to set the 

Whirlpool suction power. #3 is the lowest suction power and 

#1 is the strongest one. Move setting to #2 or #3

3/4" corrugated hose clogged or broken.

Air gets into line. Air 

Noise.

Not enough suction 

power

Customer Support:  Support@OnlyAboutInnovation.com

   Check Blog & Support for more information: www.SkimerMotion.com

Pool Filter Clogged

Inside the basket of SkimmerMotion you will see 3 holes and a 

DOT you need to align with the base in order to set the 

Whirlpool suction power. #3 is the lowest suction power and 

#1 is the strongest one. Usually setting #2 is the optimal if 

you need more suction set to #1

IN CASE OF TROUBLE



SYMPTOM PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

A ballast (provided) should be positioned in the second 

segment of the 3/4" hose.

Check for a Ballast installed.

Automatic pool cleaner set at high speed
Reduce Suction Power of the pool vacuum system for proper 

operation.

To avoid leaves or debris bigger than 0.8", getting clogged 

inside the 3/4" hose, an O-ring (provided), should be 

positiones  ~1/4"" above water line.

Basket need to cleaned.

T-Joint connector 

(supplied) does not fit 

my Zodiac Barracuda® 

MX8, X7, T3 and T5.

Barracuda® MX8, X7, T3 and T5 use a special 

twist connector. 
Buy a Barracuda® MX8, X7, T3 and T5 Adpater.

Skimmermotion white hose curved. Stretch the 3/4" corrugated hose to eliminate memory.

Initial setup need to be corrected

Turn off the pump Power. Extend the Automatic pool cleaner 

hose as much as possible. Extend the SkimmerMotion hose. 

Eliminate Burbles from the hoses. Turn on The pump.

SkimmerMotionTM, attach to any of the most popular Automatic Pool Cleaners (APC). SkimmerMotionTM is NOT supported with the pressure pool cleaners such as Polaris 260, 280 360 or 380, Pentair Pressure cleaners 

such as RACER, PLATINUM or LEGEND. Cannot be connected to an Electric powered  Pool cleaner.

Hose taggle with Pool 

Cleaner hose

Ballast not properly positioned or missing.

Central Crown gets 

blocked by bigger 

leaves

Missing O-Ring in the central Crown or basket.   

O-Ring need to be positioned.

SkimmerMotion  Not 

leveled with the pool 

surface

Customer Support: Support@OnlyAboutInnovation.com

IN CASE OF TROUBLE


